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SUM!lARY

To investigate the process of ignition and comlmstiom
in the case of spray injection into. heated air, a new form
of apparatus is developed and the tests carried out with
it described.

Photographs of the spray before and after ignition
are obtained at frequencies of 500 pictures per second.
Large windows in the bomb allow unobstructed observation.
Pressures and temperatures are simultaneously recorded on
oscillograms. Information on the initial conditions, igni-
tion time lag, period of complete combustion, place where
ignition starts, and general ~our~e of the combustion is
obtained.

Different types of nozzles connected in various ways
.

to the pump are investigated, and different fuels tested
and compared under conditions of no turbulence. Tests on
the effect of turbulence are being planned. Study of the

●

combustion process is made using precombustion chambers.

The tests give first-hand insight into the phenomena
occurring in diesel fuel injection, where actual engine
conditions are simulated as far as possible. They ‘enable .’
the investigation of the ignition properties of various
fuels to be made and the, data thus obtained are probably
directly applicable to the behavior of. fuels in the diesel
engine. .

__________________________________________________________

*llz&ndungUnd F~amme~bildungbei der Di,esel-Bren,~stoff.

Einspritzung.ll I?o”rschungsheft 374, Beilage zu l?orsch-
ung auf dem Gebiete des Ingenieurwesens, Band 6, Sep-
tember-October 1935, pp. 1-25.
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I. INT3.ODUCTIOI?

The rapidly increasing application of hig’h-speed
diesel engines has been accompanied by correspondingly in-
creasing requirements in power output and running charac-
teristics put upon this type of engine. It is only when
it attains efficiencies aild running characteristics com-
parable to those of the spark-ignition engine that the
diesel eilgine will %e able to compete successfully with
the former and may then be expected to find application in
the field of automobile and airplane engiiles.

The efficient use of the fuel through good intermix-
ture with air is a primary condition for attaining high
specific outputs and this is all the mor4 important at the
higher speeds, with the corresponding shorter combustion
periods. The pressures in the cylinder during the process
of ignition and com’oustion determ-ine the running charact-
eristics of the engine. Host of “t-heinvestigation work on
diesel engines that has been done in the last few years
dealt with the problem of injection, ignition, and combus-
tion and has greatly deepened our knowledge of this sub-
ject.

The various methods that have been used to obtain a
good time and space distribution of the mixture have been
comprehensively dealt with in numerous investigations. It
has been shown that to oltain the optimum power output, a
uniform atomization with high penetration of the fuel and
uniform delivery of the fuel by the pump are of first im-
portance. This holds true for the case where direct injec-
tion is used. as well as for the case where a precombustion
chamber , supercharger , or turbulence chamber is employed.

The variation of the pressure in the cylinder depends
on the time of ignition and the manner in which combustion
proceeds. Both of these processes cannot be regulated %y
varying the strength of the mixture alone; they are affect-
ed by the physical and chemical changes undergone by the
fuel before combustion. The first investigations on the
subject were therefore concerned with the determination of
the curves of boiling and the points of ignition of the ‘
different fuels using special test apparatus. It soon ap- ‘
peared, however, that these investigations could not be
used to form any definite conclusions as to the behavior
of any two different fuels in the engine since the processes
in the engine are subject to quite different conditions
from those obtainable in the combustion apparatus.
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,The question whether the fuel, or at least the greater
part.of- it , is .va.porized or .is gasified jy,st,],efore ignf -
tion, has always been a matter of dispute. The start of
vaporization depends very much on the size of the drops as
well .as on the local temperature. Since all of these values
are subject to large time variations and no method free from
objections has been devised for determining the ‘size of the
drops, the computation of the amount of evaporation even ~
when the greatest care is used can only be roughly deter-
mined. According to present-day views and the investiga~
tions of Boerlage and Breeze (reference B), ignition occurs
with the fuel in the vapor phase or some intermediate phase
between the liquid and vapor. The entire fuel charge does
not necessarily vaporize, but only a part of it. The view
held formerly that the whole of the charge was gasified
just before ignition was shown to be unacceptable. The
gasifying of the fuel is equivalent to a cracking process.
The oil gas arising from this process is less inflammable
than the parent fuel and gasifying should therefore be
avoided as much as possible.

In addition to partial vaporization, there apparently
occurs a decomposition of the fuel through oxidation of
the hydrocarbons, during which unstable peroxides are
formed, the decomposition of which favors ignition. This
theory of peroxide formation is not yet well developed.
This much, however, appears to be certain, that although
the peroxides themselves accelerate the ignition process,
the addition of materials that have a tendency toward rapid
peroxide formation does not aid the process. Accordiug to
the results of I. D. van Dijck (reference 3) , the tendency
of the oil molecules to decompose at high temperatures is
the most important indicator for the ignition efficiency
of a fuel.

TO compare the ignition properties of different fuels
for the diesel engi:~e the cetene number has been used; it
gives a better value for the ignition lag than that ob-
tained by the use of ignition-point apparatus. Unfortu-
nately , cetene is too expensive for use in engine tests
and other suitable materials of similar kind are “not yet
available.

.,..

The most accurate information on the fuel behavior in
an engine and the efficiency of its atomization is oltained
by the direct measurement of the ignition lag in the en-
gine or in combustion bombs. .Much useful information has .
been yielded by these methods in the last few years. Dif-
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ferent ignition times and ignition. lags have been obtained,
depending on the method used for their measurement. How-
ever, .a.11are agreed on the definition of .igni$ion lag as
the period extending from the %eginiling. of injection to
measurable ignition. .

The sudden steep rise of the pressure on the pressure-
time diagram, as given by an indicator having as little ~
inertia as possible, has been used for the determinate.op
of the start of ignitiou and the measurement of the igni-
tion lag. In other experiments ionization paths and the
photocell have been applied to indicate the approach of
the flame front at “definite points in the combustion space
and the ignition lag has thus been measured. Spe.ctro.scopic
methods have also been used for the same purpose. Finally,
sensitive thermocouples placed at various points in the
eilgine have been, used for the same purpose. Owing to the
inertia of the apparatus used, all th.esc methods are not
free from objection. An accurate ~ethod for the determi-
nation of the ignition and combustion processes can only
be obtaiiled by directly photographiilg the flame.

The work under. consideration was taken up in connec-
tion with the investigations which the author carried out
on the forms of spray injected at high pressure. The pur-
pose is to investigate not only spray forms during injec-
tion into a bomb containing hot compressed air, but also
to observe the ignition and combustion through direct
flame observation and simultaneous stroboscopic photogra-
phy . Oscillograms of the temperatures and pressures in
the bomb were obtained, using piezoele.ctric crystals as
~ressure indicators...

Since all other methods for the observation of the
flame formation were indirect and i~ot entirely reliable,
it appeared to us that a large expenditure of time and
preparation was justifiable. The planning and construc-
tion, of the apparatus was begun in April 1932, but in view
of the numerous difficulties met with, no reliable. data
could be obtained until the end of 19340 In the meantime
there appeared the first ,reports on spark-flame photograp-
hy obtained at the N.A.C.A. in the United States hy A. lIJ.
Rothrock (references 22, 5), who employed a special test
engine. Since his apparatus did not include a stroboscope,
his photographs sh,owed unclear light streaks whose borders
indicated the flame path. Uoreover , the disk-shaped com-
bustion chamber of 22 mm (0..866 in.) width and 75 mm (2.95
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in. ) diameter was too small, so that the fuel drops mere.
%.rnpac,t.ed on ,t,h.e,mindowq eyqn be?ore i~nit ion occurred and
this rendered the spark photographs unclear and ill-defined.*
l?,urt”herrno.re, an electric motor was used to drive the engine
and it took some time for the combustion chamber to warm up.
Self ignition was not much improved by warming the cylinder
walls to 95° C. with preheated glycerin. The if;nttion lags
np to values of 1 second measured by Rothrock indicate t-hat
his apparatus only imperfectly simulated the conditions in
a diesel engine. The first flame pictures for the diesel
enfline were obtained by Mader (reference 15) in Germany as
far back as 1926. Since, howevor, he had to work with ex-
posure periods of about 1/3000 second, his pictures are
also quite unclear.

Yird (reference 2) was the first one to photograph fuel
sprays in combustion bombs.

II. APPA~TUS AND PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

After the experience gained from using injections into
cold compressed air, it appeared to Ye desirable to use
tombs with hot air and relatively large combustion space
with large and broad windows so as to afford free and u.n-
h.indered observatioil of the combustion process. The nor-
mal combustion chamber of the diesel engine itself could
not be used for this purpose as the neans of observation
would ?nave been very limited. In order to obtain clear
and reliable data on the ignition and combustion process,
the compressed air in the bomb has to be uniformly heated.
The ncthod of artificial outside heating of the bomb walls
as used by Neumann (reference 19) and Hartner-Seberick in
their experiments was not employed since the radiation from
the walls of the bomb would lead to an uneven temperature
distribution .in spite of turbulence. Heating the air by

—-—————————..—————————.-————...-—.-——.-—-..-——————————————.——.-—.-————

*111 the N.A.C.A. publication referred to here (reference
23), the conclusion presented was that under the low temper-
ature conditions existing in t’he N.A.C.A. combustion appa-

*! ratus for this particular series of” tests the injected fuel
first vaporized” and then if combustion did not take place,
recondensed not on t-ho glass walls of the combustion cham-
ber but in the air in the chamber, so that the fuel was
again in a liquid condition as extremely snail drops.
(i!T.A.C.A. Editorls ilote.) -

—,.—
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means of precombustion of the mixture of methane, oxyge,n,
and nitrogen, or hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen, as pro-
posed 3Y Wentzel (reference 29) and von der Nahmer (refer-
ence 18) , makes the arbitrary determination of the start of’
injection and the initial conditions in the bomb difficult.
The incidental formation of the C02 and H20 vapors and
their effect on the combustion moreover has to be account-
ed for.

.’

1. Diesel com>res.sor.- A vertical single-cylinde+,————————.——. —————..
MAN-diesel engine of 320 mm (,12.6 in.) bore, 480 mm (18.9
in.) stro’ke (2,355 cu.in. ), 220 r.p. m., and 50-horsepower
output” was us,ed. The’ output was measured by a directly
coupled d.c.’ dynamometer. The diesel engine could also be
driven from the outside by an electric motor. The appara-
tus and connections were so arranged that the diesel en-
gine could be used as a compressor working at reduced speed
of about 100 r.p.m. This apparatus had already been brief-
ly described in 1932. The ignition did not occur in the
enginc@tself. Instead, the. engine-combust ion space was
filled”as far as poksible by a plate placed upon the pis-
ton and a cylindrical combustion chanber was put in place
of the air inlet valve.

Figures 1 to 4 &how a sketch’ of the apparatus used and
indicate the air circuit through the diesel compressor as
tlie bonb “b, and receiver.

An air” circuit was arian,ged so that as little heat as
possible was lost in the passage of the air from the bomb
to the cylinder except what :T7tiS lost through conduction at
the walls. “Inaddition, the air in the receiver was elec-
trically preheated, so that steady conditions were attained
in a ““short time.

Several compression ,strokes were required to qbtain
any desirable pressure in the combustion bomb because of
the large volune of thti combustion space compared with the
displacement volune of the engine. An auxiliary valve ~
compensated the compressor for any air thab -may ‘have %ee~’
lost during the pumping strokes and exhaust. & soon a’s
the correct pressure has been re”ached in the” bomb! an elec-
tromagnet releases ‘this valve and by holding it open, al-
lows the compressor volumeto communicate with the outside
air., The compressor” was .t’henrunning l’ight and “the born%
was d.iscon,nected from t’hecompressor by pressure “valve c,
and wa,s ready” for the injection.
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The final tem-perature in the bomb may be controlled”
‘-%y’’reg’u’latingthe flow---of’&he -air and the amount .of..,,th.e
preheating. Special emphasis was laid on the regulation
of the temperature in the bomb in spite of the difficul-
ties that were met with, since temperature exercises a more
important influence on the combustion than the air density.

In spite of the water cooling, strong heating of the
cylinder could not be avoided so that partial evaporation
“of the lulricatio”n oil and the danger of oil explosions
might have been expected in addition to the danger arising
from “the highly compressed air mixed with oil vapors in
the bomb. To avoid the contamination of the air in the
bomb with the evaporated lubrication oil, the latter was
replaced by colloidal graphite. No trouble from this
source ‘was found when graphite lubrication was used. A
safety valve set for 60 atmospheres afforded further pro-
tection against sudden rises in pressure.

2 The combustion bomb -_2————— _______________ ● In designing the bomb, a pri-
mary consideration was that the spray coming from the noz-
zle should as far as possible avoid contact with any walls.
I’ror.lpreviously obtained results on spray speeds, penetra-
tion, and combustion periods, it was decided that a com-
bustion space of cylindrical shape, about 400 mm (15.75 in.)
long and 100 mm (3.94 in.) in diameter (191.6 cu.in.) ,
would fulfill the necessary conditions. Due to this rela-
tively large combustion space, the pressure was required
to be built up in several stages.

The weakening of the cylinder wall along its length
resulting from the ins’et of the 300 mm (11.81 in.) long
and 40 mm (1.57 in.) wide observation window k, was cow--
pensated as far as possible by reinforcement around the rims.
(See fig. 1.) The entire bomb was made of one piece of
steel, 45 kg/mm= (64,000 lb./sq.in.) strength. Great dif-
ficulties were met in the choice of suitable glass for the
windows . Preszhart-glas of 35 mm (1.38 in.) thickness was
found to be unsuitable on account of its inner expansion
a-ridSekurit-glas of 12 mm (0.47 in.) thickness was finally
chosen. This glass proved to be an excellent choice, be-

=. ing able to withstand continuously the pressure of 60 at-
mospheres at a temperature of 450° C. Once the glass did
break with explosive force; it smashed into blunt pieces so
that the danger for the bystanders was less than would have
been the. case had Preszhart-glas been used. After the first
explosion the entire bomb was surrounded with a sheet metal
screen as a further protection. No window cleaners weTe
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required on the inner sides of the windows since the fuel
spray did not come in contact with them and thus did not
olst’ruct the clear view.

The nozzle holder with replaceable nozzles was fixed
in a water-cooled. jacket along the axis of the cylindrical
combustion space. The entire bomb was firnly pressed on
the cylinder cover and held by tension rods.

The by-pass valm d, was placed in the upper end of
the bomb. As this valve was constantly exposed to the hot
air stream, it’had to be made up of special heat-resisting
material. The opening of the valve and hence the size of
the cross-sectional’ opening of the throttle could be ad-
justed ly hand ‘by means of a fine screw. In this way the
compression “pressure and the temperature could be con-
trolled. BJ, means of a lever arrangement, this valve
could instantly be closed electromagnetically when the de-
sired charge in the bomb was obtainod.

A safety valve n, which could be brought into action
as soon as a pressure of 70 atmospheres was exceeded, was
likewise connected to the bomb. In a hydraulic pressure
test made at 80 atmospheres, only slight elastic deforma-
tions could be observed, %ut no permanent change in form
was found. Connection to a usual spring manometer allowed
continuous observation of the pressure in the bomb. Sev-
eral short tubes along the boml axis were provided for the
insertion of the thermocouples.

Accurate pressure measurements were obtained with a
quartz indicator (fig. 5) and registered on an oscillo-
graph. Various forms of indicator were experimented with,
during which it was found that chailges in the zero position
and sensitivity were brought about by expansion of the
housing as well as by variations in the form and elastici-
ty of the pressure mcnbrane at high tempcratu’res. Follow-
ing the suggestion of S. IIeurer, the form of indicator
shown in figure 5 was finally chosen. This indicator does
not allow the zero point to be shifted with expansion of
the housing. The entire pressure was taken up bY a thin
copper membrane b. This indicator was also found suita-
ble at the high temperatures.

The entire bomb was not heat” insulated on the outside,
but only the connecting pipes. Since the bomb was not in-
sulated, it took about 80 minut”tisfor the compressed air to
reach the ignition point. Several methods were tried in
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order t.oreduce the time. The born% was at first fitted on
the inside with as be.sto,s-like..pl_at.e.,s..o.fWur.op,i_l.l!..with. Neu-
silber coating and the time for heating.up was thus reduced
to alout 50 minutes. It was not found feasible to provide
electric heating, between the mica and Europil plates. The
best insulated material was found to be a cylinder of sheet
metal enameled on both sides, placed. in the bomb cylinder
at 3 mm (0.118 in.) separation

3. Fuel in~ection.- The experiments were designed to——.—_______ __
simulate present-day ve-hicle engines as far as possible.
To have made too many changes in the apparatus for the
purpose of obtaining better observation, would have falsi-
fied the whole picture of the combustion process as it ac-
tually occurs in an engine. For these experiments a Bosch
pump , type PE iB 100/100, was chosen as this is the pu,mp
used for most vehicle engines.

It was now necessary to redesign the pump so as to
deliver a single injection of any desired quantity and at
any desired speed into the bomb chamber.

The fuel pump was directly coupled to a d.c. motor
whose speed could be varied between 250 and 1$500 r.p.m.
A control rod actuated by an electromagnet regulated the
amount of injection for any speed of the pump. An addition-
al magnet brought the regulating rod back to its original
position as soon as the requisite fuel quantity was deliv-
ered. It was not found advisable to replace the second
magnet by a spring since this would have put too great a
load on the first magnet.

Figure 6 shows the arrangement of the fuel pump and
drive with control magnets. The current for both magnets
was taken off sliding contacts on rings around the pump.
By means of an interrupter, arrangement current was supplied
to the magnets during a single rotation only. I’igure 7 is
the diagram of connections and will be further” discussed
later on.

A heavy. f.lywheel was fixed to the pump shaft to ::ive
a more uniform charge delivery. This arrangement worked*>.,
satisfactorily at all speeds and cut-offs as long as care
was taken to see that the p~pe between the pump and fuel
valve was always filled and was under the closing pressure
of the needle valve.

4. Preliminary experin.ents.- .After experimenting for—_________
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some time and Llaking some minor changes in the apparatus,
uniform ignition was obtained in the bomb. The work of
constructing the photographic apparatus was then begun,
taking into consideration the intensity of the light of
the flame. Little would be gained by naked-eye observa-
tion on account of the very short times involved..

pictures were first taken with ordinary photographic i
apparatus. All sunlight was cut off froin the bomb, a 4.5
aperture diaphragm being held open in front of the objec-
tive. A single picture was taken of the ignition and- com-
bustion process using the light of the burning flame it-
self. I’igures 12 to 15 show photographs of two magnifica-
tions thus obtained. The shape of the burning spray can be
easily recognized, though it can give no information on
the ~lace of ignition, time of combustion, and path of the
flame. In fact, any attempt to interpret these pictures
in greater detail would lead to error.

Some interesting facts may nevertheless be observed
from figures 12, 13, and 14. These pictures were obtained
at temperatures near the ignition li~~it. Within this re-
gion of temperature a mass of burning fuel droplets could
be observed by eye. On these photographs the paths of
these drops appeared as lines somewhat resembling a cometls
tail. The light intensity of the drops was so feeble,’ how-
ever, that they could not register on the stroboscopic pho-
tographs that were taken later on, although they could be
observed “OY the naked eye.

To obtain a large number of photographs, the apparatus
shown in figures 8 and. 9 was used after other forms of ap-
paratus such. as the Lindner-Schlieren were considered.
The Lindner-Schlieren method, using spark photography,
(reference 12), was not employed because only seven pic-
tures could be taken for each injection and, besides, oth-
er difficulties in the way of uniform illumination were
met with.

5. Photogra~hic a~aratus.- At this point it was de-—-———....-—— —.——— ———_..——
bated whether ~~ not it was advisable to huy one of the
forms of apparatus p-at out on the market and thus be spared
the trouble of developing new apparatus. Several important
objectioils were found, however. For a picture frequency of
500 pictures per second and the combustion period estimat-
ed as 0.08 second, about 80 cm (31.5 in.) of film would be
required for each process (reference 6). This small useful
film length required a roll of film of about 40 m (131.20
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ft. ) length in order to take account of the. starting and
stopping of .the..film.-. .Besides,.at the a.hove-rn.entioned,
frequency, the pictures obtained would” be very much dimini-
shed in size aild would not allow of clear magnification.
For these reasons an endless film band on a rotating drum
(reference 14) and not the usual type of film roll was
used.

As no suitable apparatus of this, type to meet all of
our requirements was on the market, it had to be newly de-
sigucd and built in the Dresden Nachine Laboratory. The
main specifications were these:

1. l?icture frequency, about 500 per second.

2, Number of pictures for each injection, about
25 to 30.

3. Pictures to be reduced no more than 1/4 the
natural size.

4. Greatest possible definition up to speeds of
10 m (32.81 ft.) per second; illuminated
point exposure about 1 X 10-s seconds.

5. Illumination to be restricted to the film drum.

6. Cut-off of illumination to be possible at any
point on the drum circumference.

Figures 8 and 9 show the apparatus. It.consists es-
sentially of a slotted disk a, rotating up to 4,500
r,.p.m.; film drum o; light cut-off h; rotating dia-
phragm. g; and the optical system. All parts are firmly
fixed to two channel beams and held in the optical axis
of the bomb window.

At first it was” planned to have the disk a, made of
dura’lumin, but this was found to be unsuitable on account
of slight distortions and expansions. ,,Thin-sheet metal of
uniform strength, as well as pasteboard, was also tried
but both were similarly found unsuitable. It was, finally>. decided to have the, disk made ofO.8 mm (0.0315 in.) thick
~Tovotex pressed in between two plates. Eight slits 1 mm
(0.0394 in.) wide and 100 mm (3.937 in.) long were cut
around the circumference and determined the picture fre-
quency and light-exposure time. The disk required a 1$-
horsepower driving motor.
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At the housing of the disk is the round axle box n,
joined to the” film drum d, by a bayonet catch. The film
drum is driven by a special motor q, at speeds up to
1,150 r.pom. The drum speed must %e accurately adjusted
to the disk speed to avoid any overlapping or too much
separation of the picturesfi Special highly sensitized”
double-coated super-agfa-Roiitgenfilm was used. .

,.

On the side of the disk facing the bomb is the dia-
phra~m g, actuated by an’ electromagnetic release mechan-
ism so as to admit light during one rotation of the drum
only. The photographic apparatus was synchronized with
the injection apparatus by means of a third controller
drum on the pump shaft.

In order “to obtain complete information o“n the whole
combustion process, pictures of the spray lefore as well
as tifter ignition were desirable. These were obtaiiled by
means”of silhouette photographs similar to those used in
spark photography (reference 8). As great difficulties
were found in synchronizing the spark illumination, an arc
light taking 20 amperes at 40 volts was employed. Ext end-

ed pb.otome’tric experiments, which were conducted with the
friendly aid o-f A. Weise, showed that a light intensity of
as much, as 150,000 lux could be obtained by concentrating
the light rays from the arc through two condensing lenses
of 150 mm (5,.91 in.) and 300 mm (11.81 in.) diameter, even
after account had been ta’ken of all the ltght losses. To
obtain a good silhouette on the film, an exposure time of
0.000002 second would have been sufficient, whereas in
practice a period “of double this time was provided for.

It ‘was necessary to reduce the light intensity of the
arc so as not to block out the light of the burning spray
itself and thus spoil the photograph. This was done by
placing a strong green filter between the arc and the bomb.
Figure 16 shows a photograph of the apparatus. In the fore-
ground may %e seen the large condenser, next the bomb, and
the housing for the disk. Tigure 10 shows the set-up of
the entire apparatus.

1110 MEASURE1.IEYTS AND’ CALIBRATIONS

,,

“1. Combustion bomb;- The combustion Iomb is set in————— -——...——————————-
pla’ce of”’theinlet valve on the diesel engi-ne, which i’s

used as a compressor of 38.6 litet?s (2,355.5 cu.in.) dis-
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placement volume. The. remaining nonuseful volume in the
diese,l cylinder abov’e the piston and in the valves amount-,., . ..........
zng to’0D91 ‘l-iter’“(55.5 cuiin.)”. The-t-otal- Vo-lume of the
bomb amounted to 5.512 liters (336.4 cu.in.). The compres-
sion ratio was therefore about 1/7. After three strokes
of the piston a pressure of 540atmospheres was reached in
the bomb. Temperatures of 400 to 4500 were reached at 1-
atmosphere pressure after rather long preheating of the .
bomb with the relief valve kept somewhat open. After f’ive “
or six compression strokes the temperatures of about 450°”
to 5’70° at 20 to 40 atmospheres gage pressure were reached,
depending on the amount of preheating of the bomb. The in-
jections and combustion occurred at these initial condi-
tions.

l?or reasons of safe”ty the combustion pressure’& in the
bomb should not exceed 60 atmospheres. This condition de-
termined the maximum amount of fuel spray that could be
used without giving rise to excessive pressures. I?or a
pressure of 20 atmospheres, the quantity would be shout ;
750 mg, an amount that could not be delivered by the pump
used at the time. Combustion with large excess air there-
fore took place in the bomb. Since, however, the air tur-
bulence was slight and the spray cone occupied only a small
portion of the air space in the bomb, the excess air in the
spray was actually less. The volume of air required for
combustion depends on the pressure and temperature accord-
ing to formula

V. = lJ >––:

o

I?. = 10,000 kg/m2 (2,048.2 lh./sq.ft.)

To = 283° K

i?or complete combustion an amount of fuel B, could be in-
jected into the bomb, where

B = V. +-= f (P,T)
min

=--.7 Whereas the total volume of the bomb space is 5.5 liters
(335.6 cu.in.), the spray itself occupies a much smaller
volume. Fron experiment, it was found that the cone angle
of the spray had an average value of 20° and a penetration
of about 40 cm (1.57 in.). With these values the volufie
of the spray was conputed to be shout 1.6 liters (97.’%4
cuing, ,
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l?i~ure 11 shows the amount of fuel smray into the bomb
as a function of the pressure and tempera~ure for excess
air coefficient A=l, The region to the right of the.
temperature lines represents the region of excess air A >
and that to the left of the lines is t-he region of effi-
ciency of air A < 1. One set of curves refers to the
bomb volume, the other to the spray volume. The pressure
increment

Ap = pz - PI (kg/cm2)

is computed from the amount of fuel injection QB=BHU

(k cal) with the aid of the equation

QB” = ~-”~–i V (p2 - p,) 104

1,

Assuming the value of 1.35 for K and substituting the vol-
ume of the lomb in the equation, Ap comes out equal to
27.0 B.

Figure 36 shows the variation of the pressure increase
Ap with fuel charge B. On the same diagram is also shown
the decrease of the excess air coefficient with increasing
charge h, and AZ referring to the total bomb volume

and spray-cone volume, ~espectively. The rise in tempera-
ture in the bomb after ignition is neasured by considering
the ar~ount of air and fuel in the lomb. ‘The heat of the
air in the bomb of volume 5.51 liters (335.63 cu.in.) is

QL = 0.065 pl/T1 ~Cv]t’ tl [k cal]
o

According to Rosin, for each kilogram of fuel with excess
air

vmin - Lmin = 0.268 X 10-4 [mol/g] = ill - 1.o.5

= 0.6 mm3/kg (46.71 cu.in./lb.)

The amount of heat after combustion is therefore

Qv = (0.055 pl/Tl + 0.268iX 10-4 B) [Cv]t2 t2
o

and therefore L

0.065 ~~ [Cvj”l tl+lOB
t2 = ——— —.—

P
------------------------- [co]

0.065 FL+ 0.268 X 10-4 B [cv]
1 0
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Had the excess air %een neglected, this equation would not
be sufficiently accurate for low fuel charges. The com-

~~-puted values -of ta are given- in figure 36 as a function
of the fuel charge B. If the bomb volume be considered
as the combustion space of a diesel engine cylinder, the
latter would have a displacement of about 75 liters

(4,576.7 cu.in.) at a compression ratio of 16. For A =
1.6, 3.45 g (0.008 lb.) of fuel could be burned for each T
working stroke. The bomb would then correspond to an equiv-
alent 2-stroke-cycle diesel engine of 350 r.p.ms and 400
horsepower per cylinder. The actual injected fuel quanti-
ties, amounting at most to 270 mg, correspond to a cylin-
der output of about 31 horsepower.

2 Fuel in~ection.- The performance of the Bosch fuel—s—————— .-—
pump was first investigated (figs. 37 to 39). Figure 37
gives the lift curve of the pump as a function of the cam-
shaft angle a, with different cut-offs. Figure 38 shows
the discharge volumes at different cut-offs at 300 atmos-
pheres injection pressure and speeds of 300 to 800 r.p.m.,
where Vr’ is the computed value, ‘p r the measured value.

On account of the length of the delivery tube of 2 m (6.56
ft.) , irregularity of the discharge caused by oscillations
in the tube was sometimes observed and could not entirely
be avoided. The computed angles and times for the pump
discharge at the different settings are given in figure 39.
They agree fairly well with those obtained fro~ the

to 8?h&graphs . Bosch valves giving spray angles of 4
used.

3. Photo~rap_hic a~aratus.- The five essential require-———— ——.———
ments for this apparatus have already been mentioned. Fig-
ure 40 shows the exposure times for different stroboscopic
disk speeds. Three different times are distinguished (fig.

40): tl = ~; determining amount of film blackeniilg,

t2 = ~~jt–~ d t “e erminlng the degree of definition, ta =
‘s

EG-I-GH+HE——..————————— total exposure time determining picture dis-Vg
tortio~, where vs is the disk speed, vf is the film
drum speed in meters per second, and AB is the slit width.
A speed of 3,250 r.p.m. for the disk is,requir,ed to give an
exposure time of 1 x 10-5 seconds. A definite speed of
the film drum must correspond to any speed of the disk in
order to have an even -picture distribution on the film.

1...
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The reIation. is

‘f
ns = ~;–— ‘f = IInf = 3.56 nf (r.p.m.)

sm

where 3 = 1.5 cm (0.45 in.) is the distance apart of the
photographs on the film, rf and the average radii ~rsm
of the drum and slits. The relation is graphically ‘shown
in figure 40. There were eight slits in the disk at an
average separation of 23.9 cm (9.41 in.). The time tw,

required for the light to pass from a given point on one
picture to the corresponding point on the next picture,
and the picture frequency V, e.re given in figure 41 as
functions of film drum speed nf. The degree of defini-

tion and amount of distortion in millimeters are also shown
on the same figure. At the usual speed of 900 r.p.m. , the
p“hotosraphs obtained were sufficiently sharp, the deviation
from a sharp image not exceeding 0.15 mm (00006 in.). The
distortion of about 0.6 mm (0.0236 in.) was within ta”lera-
ble limits. The computations were carried out with refer-
ence to the times tl~ t2, and t3. The degree of defini-

tion u, and amount of distortion z, brought about by
the motion of both object lens and film drum were computed..
Assuming an average value for the spray velocity and a com-
bustion speed of 13.5 m/s (44.3 ft./see.), and a size dim-
inution of photograph of 0.22, U. = V. t2 (mm) where Vo ,

the spray velocity, /is 3,000 mm s (9.8 ft./see,). The
corresponding value for uf is uf = vf tz (mm). The dis-

tortion Zo, due to motion of the object lens is Z. =

V(-jts ? aild the distortion Zf, due to film motion, is

Zf = Vf tz (mm) .

The size of film drum and optical arrangement allowed
28 pictures to le o%tained on the drum circumference. To
avoid double exposure and allow for the proper action of
the light shutter and the instantaneous light cut-off,
only 26 pictures were taken, of which. 14 to 16 were suffi-
cient for interpretation.

IV. PROCESS 0)? IGNITION AND COMBUSTION

INTERPRETATION OF PHOTOGRAPHS

AND

The test was conducted in the following manner: The

I
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engine used as compressor was preheated an hour or so until
a temperature of 400° to 450° was reached, and the charging
process then begun after closing the by-pass valve. After
two to three compressioil strokes there was a further rise
in temperature to about 550° with gage pressure of 25 to 30
atmospheres. Further increase in lomb pressure did not ap-
preciably raise the temperature. There was observed, on the
contrary, an appreciable drop in temperature, explained by ;
the fact that after two or three suction strokes, fresh un-
preheated air was drawn into the compressor. Moreover, the
heat conduction and radiation increased at the larger den-
sities so that the additional heat of compression was not
sufficient to cover the increased heat loss. It was not
considered advisable to improve the heat insulation of the
bomb because of possible injury to the glass. When the
temperature had reached the desired value, the injection
and photographic apparatus was brought into action. The
pressures and temperatures in the bomb were read simulta-
neously and in several cases also recorded on the oscillo-
graph. The flame was likewise observed visually. The en-
ergy set free in the confined space in the bomb is con-
verted into a sudden pressure and temperature rise which
soon dies down after the heat exchange has been effected.
After combustion the exhaust gas is allowed to csca.pc by
opening the by-pass valve in the bomb, closing the air valve
in the compressor, and opening a fresh-air valve of large
cross-sectional area in the manifold. After the bomb has
been scavenged and the bomb has reached the proper temper-
ature , it is frosh~y charged with air for the next trial.

Figures 17 to 19 show photographs obtained with gas-
oil injection. The picture frequencies ranged from 300 to
500 per second according to the speed of the film drum.
They were obtained as negatives and then copied. Original-
ly obtained at a reduction in size of 22 percent, they are
here given reduced to 15 percent of natural size. Figure
66 shows a case of good combustion with average ignition
time lag. The start of combustion appears .to be at the
edge of the spray at its upper third portion. A green fil-
ter had been used to obtain a clearer picture of the spray
by its own light, The first three pictures are silhouettes.
The.intensity of the darkening is an indication of the spray
,density and degree of ,atomization at different points. The
u’s~ of a definite picture frequency makes it possible to de-
termine the flame speed, ignition lag, and period of combus-
tion. There is ailother. very important characteristic to be
Gbserved in the photographs and that is the schlieren forma-
ti~ due to differences in density of the combustion prod-
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Ucts. Using approximately parallel light rays, these vari-
ous densities appear as dark lines. Beginning with the
fifth picture of figure 17, the outlines of the spray show
marked schlieren formation. The succeeding pictures of the
same figure at their upper portions show up particularly
well the difference in the effect of the light on pure air
and exhaust gas. Since the air in the ‘bomb before igni-
tion has no appreciable motion of its own, the lines ap-
pear only on the spray itself. The appearance of schlie-
ren formation is of particular importance when the light
of the flame is weak and not sufficiently effective on the
film. In this case, liowever, the ignition lag may still
be determined hy the appearance of schlieren formation on
the photograph (fig. 21). BY u-sire;a spectroscope in con-
nection with flame photography, still more far-reaching
conclusions may be drawn, particularly -with respect to 02,
CH, and OE radicals.

The choice of color and thickness of filter was a mat-
ter of considerable importance in this connection. l?igure
18 shows, for example, a photograph obtained with a blue
filter. In this case the flame pictures appear as silhou-
ettes, showing the light from the flame was less effective
than that which filtered through from the arc. Such pic-
tures are quite unsuitable for distinguishing the nonburn-
ing from tk.e burning spray. (See also fig. 33.) For this
reason, a blue filter was not generally used.

Figure 19 shows that schlieren do not appear at a mis-
firing, only a silhouette being observable. At the end of
injection the bomb space again becomes perfectly transpar-
ent. The view remains clear up to the last picture, al-
though a considerable part of the injected fuel has mean-
while evaporated. This shows that the streak formation
does not originate from the evaporation of the fuel. i~or
are the streaks affected by the color of the f-ilter.

Y. INJ3CTION OF GAS OIL

The apparatus could be used to test the suitability
of different diesel fuels by a reliable objective met’hod.
The America~ fuel oil tested had a lower heat value of
10,014 k cal/kg (18,025 B.t.u./l3.) and specific weight of
887 kg/m3 (55.3’7 lb./cu.ft.) at 20°.

1 Ignition la~ and combustion using a Bosch needle_?—_— ———— ~.——..— —.——————..——————————— .. ———_______________
va,lve (Zapfenduse).- Tigures 20 to 25 show photographs ob-——..—..—————
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tained using a Bosch valve type DN4S1 with 4° spray angle.
l?igureq 20 and 21 were obtained at the lower limit of kin,d-
ling tem~:etiatur-e. “-’Whereas f.i~ure 20 still shoys a bright
flame , figure 21 shows that the flame was too weak to af-
fect the film, though still observable by naked eye. In
this case the ignition”time lag was obtained from the
schlieren formation. Figure 20 shows quite a long igni-
tion lag after which the flame spreads more and more down- .’
ward. The flame shows a rather distinct outline which in-
dicates that the spray had not yet reached air “that was
hot enough for the transition to the state of combustion
to be very noticeable.

Figures 20 and 21 likewise show up the effects of
large differences in the amount of fuel injected. During
all these tests the fuel cut-off at the pump was varied so
as to obtain a relation for the effect of amount of fuel
charge on ignition lag and flame formation. prom all the
tests it was found that by cutting down the fuel quantity
to approximately one-half, that is, from 270 mms (0.0165
cu.in.) to 140 mms (0.0085 cu.in.) , the ignition lag was
reduced about 10 to 15 percent. These values, lying ~ith-
in t’he limits of experimental error, did not make it possi-
ble to obtain the desired relation. The probably increased
ignition lag with quantity of fuel charge may possibly be
explained by the fact that the degree of atomization and
distribution of the fuel became worse with increased fuel
charge, anl the larger fuel quantity requires more heat
energy from the air for ignition. The brightness of the
flame is, however,. considerably greater for the larger fuel
charges as comparison of figures 20 and 21 shows. No appre-
ciable effe~t of increased injection pressure above 300 at-
mospheres on the ignition lag could be 03served.

Figures 22 and 23 were obtained at higher bomb temper-
atures and show smaller ignition lags. l?or figure 22 a
pintle valve type DN 12 SD 12 was used, allowing a particu-
larly uniform atomization of the fuel. The spray form is
therefore somewhat different from those shown .in the other
photographs. It is a fact wo,rth noting that the flame
spreads very quickly from the outer edge of the spray to
the core, bursting the c~re to a certain extent. From

:. this it may be concluded that the atomization was very fine
and uniform at the inner part of the spray cone. At the
tip of the spray, on the other hand, the atomization appears
to have been coarser since it took longer for the flame to
arrive at the tip. Compare with figures 17 and 23. The
same phenomenon was observed also in other tests where,
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on account .of the oscillations in the tube, the nozzle pin-
tl,e’was almost closed for a snort” time so that the spray
was thinner and the inner portion of the spray soon ,reached
the” conditions for ignition. In no case, however, was the
flame found to start from the core. L. Breves (reference
4) , on the basis of his ionization tests on a Krupp-Iioodag
two-stroke diesel engine, assumes the possibility of igni:
tion at the spray core. He employed nozzles of 0.3 mm ~
(0.0118 in.) bore. The theory of L. Breves, that the rapid
heating at the flame edge leads to decomposition products
which first ignite at higher temperatures, could not be
tested since it was not possible to aeasure the very small
ignition lags (0.00087 to 0.00150 second) measured by his
ionization method. The reliability of this method is, how-
ever, questionable since ilot only the occurrence of igni-.

tion but also any strong temperature and pressure.change may
le indicated by the ionization. Figure 23 shows the flame
stafting at the outer edge of the spray 3 cm (1.18 in.) be-
neath the nozzle opening. Only 21 cm (8.2’7 in.) of the 30
cm (11.81 in.) long observation windows were illuminated
by the arc lamp. Only when the flame had penetrated a dis-
tance more than 23 cm (9.06 in.) from the nozzle opening,
which occurred for large iiljected fuel quantities, was the
rest of the window illuminated and the entire width of film
utilized.

Wheil the bomb temperature is inci’eased by compression
to about 550° C., ignition lag values of about, O.0025 sec-
ond are obtained, of the same order of magnitude as those
obtained for t-ne running engine by other means. Here, too,
it is clearly seen how the ignition starts at the edge of
the spray. Apparently those parts of the spray which are
most finely atomized and lose their energy of motion soon-
est, rapidly taking up heat from the air, ignite first.

I?ron these and the rcrqaining photographs, it nay be
concluded that combustion of the fuel sets in at son-c in-
termediate conditio-n between liquid phase and gas phase,
starting mostly at the spray edge, but also, under condi-
tions of unusually fine atomization, at the inner core.
No doubt partial evaporation as well as formation of gas
occurs in addition to chenical reaction with the oxygen
in the air. This conclusion may be drawn from the fact
that the spray at its outer edge becomes transparent Iefore
ignition, as shown on i~any photographs with both large and
small ignition lags. The trailsparency nay be caused by the
evaporation a.s well as ?iYdzicreased atomization and disper-
sion. The assumption that complete or extensive evapora~ “
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,t,iontakes place before ignition can hardly be accepted,
,“ since as ,,Tausz.a,nd.Schulte [.refsr,ence.,2’7)have shown igni-

$io~” may occur yith. the fuel drop at 200°, whereas the drop
.complet.ely evaporates. at a. temperature of a%out 4000. *

., .. :.., .,. :, .“. .

I?igu”re,s””24 and25 show, clear,ly how the process of com-
bustion, for short ignition lags, is controlled ly the ‘in-
ject~on. . The temperature in t~e, bomb ‘arising from the corn-:”
bust ion is..,so high t~lat the additional injected fuel ig-
nites almost immediately after entering the combustion
chamfier. As “soon as the fuel is cut off, no more flame is
observed ‘near the nozzle opening. Even the interrupted”
fuel flow caused by oscillations in the long fuel pipe may
be made out on the first photograph of figure 25.

In this experiment as well as in others a slow rising
of the center of the s,chlieren toward the spray direction -
that is, upward, is observable. This motion takes place at
a speed of about 1 m (3.28 ft.) per second. This change in
direction may be explained by the fact that the main part
of the combustion occurs in the lower part of the bomb
spac~, causing the burned gases to flow upward to equalize
the pressure. When the combustion took place in the upper
part of the bomb ,.as in figures 17 and 22, the motion of
the streaks was in the opposite direction. The very dark
center of the schlieren appears always at the place wb.ere

a Particularly large quantity of f’~el is burned= Uniform
sc’hlieren may therefore be taken as an indication of good
atomization and vice versa.

The experiments with the Bosch spray nozzle show a
strong dependence of ignition time lag on the temperature.
In the absence of turbulence, the air density,

v~ =
__2L___[kg/ms]
29.3 TL

and the oxygen concentration

-------------------------------------------------------------------

*Wentze.1 (reference 30) , assuming certain coefficients of
heat ,conduction, computes the time of evaporation of a fuel
drop of 0.01 & (0.039 .ini) diaWeter at 550° air tempera-
ture to be about 0.0005 second, much shorter than the usual
ignition lags in the engine. His assumed coefficient of
conductivity appears, however, to have been too high.
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proportional to it, were of “considerable importance. A
-large oxygen concentration apparently favors rapid chemical
reaction quite appreciably The observation of Neumann
(reference 20) , arrived at from theoretical considerations,
that llthe higher the oxygen concentration the lower the air
temperature may be without increasing the ignition lag,tt
appears in “our tests to have been fully verified.

The variation of ignition time lag with air density
and temperature is shown in figure 42. The curves are
separated”by 30 0 temperature differences. Since no accu-
rately determined temperature for each curve was possible,
the actual temperatures are given at each point. The points
still further removed from the curves may be ascribed to er-
rors in measurer.ents and the choice of the variable fuel
charges. It may be seen from these curves that decreasing
the temperature is more effective in increasing the igni-
tion lag than decreasing the air density. Again, it should
be noted that these values hold good only for undisturbed
air and even temperature distribution in the bomb.

~g,._Co.mbustionpressure-~_a_l>d tem~.gq~~u.ge.2.- The pres-
sure curve was obtained with t-ne quartz indicator shown in
figure 5. It was first tested and calibrated for static
pressures. The oscillograph loop was likewise calibrated
so that measurements on the pressure could be obtained.
The pressures iydicated by the quartz indicator were found
to be independent of the temperatures. The tubular volt-
meter was connected in the same manner as in earlier exper-
iments in the Dresden laboratory. The motion of the valve
-pintle recorded on the oscillograrn was obtained by means of
another loop, utilizing the change in magnetic field of a
magnetic loud speaker, whose armature was connected to the
valve pintle. The differential curve of motion, not the
pintlo lift itself, was thus obtained, which was all that
was required.

Two oscillograns are shown in figures 43 and 44. The
corresponding pl.otographs are given in figures 24 and 25.
Since a quartz indicator neasuros only differences in pres-
sure, the compression pressure just before injection, was
taken as reference pressure. Tlii~ pressure was determined
for each test by direct measurement. The indicator was
connected through ,a relay when the bomb had attained a suit-
able pressure and had been ‘disconnected from the compressor.
The slight decrease in temperature and pressure between
time of start of ignition and start of recording is to be
attributed to heat losses occurring in between. On all os-

. ‘.
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cillograms , strong jags or dents may be observed. These

have no.thing,..to@ ~VitQ.!}?e.p!eR,sure,.;~ the Eomb~ but Ob~~-
ously ari”se from mechanical and acoust~c disturbances.
they are strongly magnified they are particularly notices-”
ble, though they do not affect the validity of the pressure
curve. The period between the lift of the pintle valve and
the start of deflection on the pressure curve,’ is the ig-
nition lag tVp as detcrr.incd by the quartz indicator.

The period from the beginning of the pressure rise to the
point of maxinum pressure is the combustion period tB.

The temperature rise is similarly shown on the oscillo-
grams . A highly sensitive thorr.ocouple using thermoele-
ments of one of the noble metals was employed, making high
magnification unnecessary. By adjusting the zero line of
temperature before ignition, and then connecting the thermo-
couple, the temperatures during the combustion were indi-
cated. The thermocouple was calibrated b)~ comparison with
another thermocouple and millivoltmeter in a series of bomb
tests in which the slow cooling of the air was observed.
Noble rlletalelements of O*1 mm diameter were employed for
the thermocouple which was placed about 20 cm (7.87 in.)
fror.1the nozzle opening. The elenents were not sufficient-
ly sensitive to record. rapidly varying tenperaturesd so
that the naxinum tenpcrature ‘naxo of about 1,250 indi-

cated on the oscillogram is not the actual maximum tempera-
ture of the flaue.* si~~ilarly, the ignition time lag
t
‘t enp

indicated by the sudden rise in temperature is not

a true indication of the actual tine lag. It nay be seen,
at any rate, that the steep rise in temperature during
combustion is followed by a similarly strong ter.lperature
drop after the heat exchange has been effected. The tem-
perature tz that was calculated fron the amount of charge
without taking ‘heat losses into account (fig. 36) , was
reached about 1 second after ignition when the temperature
had begun to fall. Due to heat conduction at the large
bo~lb surfaces the temperature, and with it the pressure,
falls off to the original value rapidly only 2 or 3 se,conds
after ignition, according to the amount of fuel injected.
Figure 45 shows. the ignition time lag tv, time required

______________________________________________________________
*E. Schmidt (refereilce 25) made similar tests on a precom-
bustion chamber diesel engine, using the same diameter wire
for his thermoelements, and declared the maxinuri tempera-
tures thus obtained to be false.



for ‘combustion “tB, and pressure increase AI?, as ob-

tained by the different methods - that is, %Y tile flame
-phot’ography, temperature, and pressure, as function of
fuel charge. I’or oile and the sane experiment, large dif-
ferences were obtained for the ignition lag by the differ--
ent methods. The snallest and nest accurate value is given
by the flane photograph. The pressure rise lags a little
behind while the tizernocouple lags very nuch behind and
gives a false value for the ignition lag. This is es-pe-
cially true when snail fuel charges are used, in which
case it takes some tir.lefor the flane to reach the thermo-
ele::lcm.tand it therefore receives heat by radiation instead
of Iy direct contact.

For measuring the times of complete combustion the
reverse is true. The observa”~le flaue appears for a
shorter time on the photograph than the corresponding pres-
sure rise on the oscillograms. The pressure method ‘is
doubtlessly the more accurate, since it is probable that
near the end of combustion the flame is no longer bright
enough to affect the film. The spectroscope nethod would
prove very useful in t’his connection for yielding more ac-
curate information on- the combustion.

The pressure depends in a defi-nite way on the amount
of fuel injected. The computed linear pressure rise is
not attained, however. As shown in figure 45, the r.laximun
pressure for small fuel charges is well under the conputed
vaiue , due to large heat losses at the wall. I’or higher
charges a higher maximun pressure than that corresponding
to the conputed value using the polytropic index n= 1,35
was obtained, the difference anounting to about 0.8 atlilos-
phere.

3 I~nition la= for sin~le-orifice nozzle.- Tile effect—1—— ——— ..———— ——— —..—...— ——....—......———.--———————-.-.——
of the atomization and dispersion on the combustion were
more closely investigated, using a Bosch single-orifice
pintle valve of 0.5 ma (0.019’i’in.) diameter, type DLOSV
244. Pror,lprevious spark photographs it was found that
for equal fuel quantities the single-orifice nozzle gave
somewhat longer injection periods and coarser atomization
than the other type nozzle. Two photographs obtained with
this nozzle are given in figures 25 and 27. l?igure 26 was
obtained at relatively low temperature but high air densi-
ty. The ignition starts,rather slowly and with such fee-
ble flame that only after the sixth picture is the forma-
tion of schlieren observable, It is a noteworthy fact
that this nozzle has a strong tendency for after injections,
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as shown by t’he after’burning in figure 27. The strongly
drawn-out injection of -figure.27 clearly. indicat.e.s the pos-
sibility of regulating the combustion process by means of
injection. Also, in these tests the ignition starts at the
outer edge of the spray. The ignition lag for various ini-
tial temperatures and air densities is shown in figure 46
which is similar to figure 42 except that for the same’
temperature and air density the ignition lag is longer. ;

. In~ection a~ainst an im~act ~~-~~q.- The space avail-4 _—_____—k-.–—— ___________..——.
able for combustion in an engine is seldom as large as that
in the bomb so that the spray comes in contact vvith the
walls before it can fully develop. If the wall is too hot,
cracking of the fuel may take place. If the wall is cool,
the ignition may be delayed. Besides, the impact may some-
times cause the mixture to become coarser and less uniform
than it would otherwise be.

Only a preliminary attempt to simulate engine condi-
tions was nade by placing an im~act plate of 5 cm (,3.77
in.) width in the bomb at 10 cm (3.94 in.) distance from
the nozzle opening, ar.d obtaining photographs, with the
other conditions kept the same as before. Figure 28 shows
that the atomization was in nowise improved by the presence
of the plate, nor was the ignition lag decreased. The corfl-
bustion”-of the fuel at the inpact pla,te goes on very slow-
ly. Ignition starts above the region affected by the im-
pact plate. Although the flame for this photograph was
weak, being near the lower limit of ignition temperature,
the crowding of the schlieren in the neighborhood of the
plate evidently shows that the largest portion of the
spray energy was destroyed by th_e inpact so that combustion
took place right near the impact plate.

Figure 47 shows that the ignition lags are larger
when the impact’ plate is used, no doubt due to the result-
ing decreased fineness of the atomization. These tests
confirm the well-known requirement for efficient combus-
tion, that the atomized particles should as far as possi-
ble be prevented from coming in contact with any walls,

particularly if these are at the same or at lower tempera-
tures than the air.

5 Motion of the spray during combustion.- The spray—s——————__——— .———... ———— ..— ———————————
tip leaves the nozzle at the high velocity corresponding
to the injection pressure, %ut soon meeting the high re-
sistance of the air, slows down considerably. Elsewhere
tie have considered the velocities of ‘nonburning sprays
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(reference 9), and the results may be applied to our case
for the spray before ignition. These speeds were obtained
from a series of p~~otographs and. are given in figure 48 as
a function of the depth of penetration.

The spray tip is accelerated by the sudden local pres-
sure rise occurring at the instant of ignition. The s~ray
velocity then rises or remains approximately constant d-or- :
ing the combustion, after whicl. it falls off very rapidly
to a value below that corresponding to a nonburning spray.
During coi,lbustion the spray is thrown alout here and there,
depending on the local conditions. If the large number of
possille ways in which t-ne burning may go on is ta7ken into
consideration, the distribution of the test points on the
diagram is surprisingly good, so that the conditions in the
bomb chamber, where there is no tur”oulence, are quite well
represe-nted.

71. SPRAY INJECTIONS USING GERMN BROWN COAL-TAR OIL

The apparatus is particularly well suited to the in-
vestigation of the properties of the differe~lt fuels. An
extensive research program has been planned for the purpose
of investigating differe-nt fuel oils, especially those pro-
d,~ced in Germany. O~;ly partial results from the data al-
ready oltained will %e given here.

A variety of German unrefined hrowil coal-tar oil con-
taining creosote was first tested. This fuel could be
used satisfactorily in high-speed precombustion chamler
diesel engines, as long as proper “m-~answere taken to heat
the preconbustion chamber. The fuel has a lower heating
value of 9,359 k cal/lcg (16,845 23.t.u./lb.) , a specific
weight of 913 kg/ins (57 lb,/cu.ft.) at 15°, and a %oiling
range from 193° to 360°. The percentage sulphur is 1.03
percent. The color is deep black. Naked-eye observation
of the flame showed that the light instead of being daz-
zling white as in the case of the gas oil, was of a dull
yellowish-red color whit’h finally assumed a ‘oluish tinge~
This light did not produce a good picture on the film, the
flame on 15 photographs taken with this light being tw.rely
recognizable though observed visually. I’urther investiga-
tion is planned using more color-seilsitive film.

The spray photographs (figs.. 29 and 30) show the con-
siderably larger ignition lass obtained vith this fuel.
I?igure 29, obtained at 505°, shows the ignition first start-
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ing in the fifth picture after injection has been complet-
ed. Theflame seems to spread slowly to the other parts of
the spray not explosively, Figure 29 is not so rich in
contrast as the others so far o’btained. This was due to
the formation of a thick ashy deposit on the bomb window,
after every 30 tests, or thereabout. Figure 30 shows the
clearer photograph that was obtained when the deposit tias
removed. Raising the. injection pressure to 500 atmosphere%
to improve atomization did not produce a shorter time lag.

Under the same conditions of temperature and pressure
an ignition lag value three times as large as that obtained
for the gas oil was obtained for the lrown coal-tar oil.
I?igures 49 and 42 provide a clear comparison of the two.*

VII. SPRAY INJECTION Ol? A l;IXTURE Ol?

COAL-TAR OIL AND GAS OIL

l?urther tests were made using coal-tar o~l. Although
the temperature in the bomb was raised to 560 , which was
the highest temperature attainable, in no case could igni-
tion be started by using pure coal-tar oil. The fuel had a
lower heating value of 9,000 k cal,lkg (16,200 B.t.u. /lb.~,
a specific weight of 1,044 kg/ins (65.2 lb./cu.ft.) at 15
and a boiling range of 210° to 360°. The color was deep
black. TLe reason for tile failure to ignite may be under-
stood from the fact that the ignition temperature of the
pure coal-tar oil aS determined by Jentzsch, was above that
Of the gas oil so that ignition might have been expected at
a temperature above 600°. The fuel appears to be, however,
altogether unsuitable for spray injection as was learn,ed
from experiments on a Junkers diesel conducted at the Dres-
den machine laboratory.

A mixture of 50 percent coal-tar fuel and 50 percent
gas oil was therefore used for these experiments. With
this mixture reliable ignition occurred at 440°, but still
with unusually long ignition lags. The gas oil did not;
therefore, act as a kindling fuel having its own ignition%.
lag, but only served t.o improve the igniting qualities of.

_________________________________________________________

*It should be noted that while the brown coal oil used in
these experiments is unsuitable for engine fuel, othe-r va-
rieties of. the same oil often give equal or shorter igni-
tion time “la~s than gas oil.
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the mixture in order for ignition to occur at all at the
temperature used.

Yigure 31 shows aphotograph obtained for this mix-
ture. Ignition does not start until after the end of the
injection period, the combustion then continuing almost
simultaneously along the whole spray length so that comb-
ustion is completed sooner th,~nwould be the case, for
exanple, for an equal quailtity gas oil wit~. short ignition
lag. This decrease in t?Lle com-m.lstion period- with t?le con-
sequently steep pressure rise account for the strong knock
in an eilgine usir~g fuels of low inflammability. If the
ignition lag exceeds the injection period, regulation of
the com@stion by varying the injection is naturally im-
possible.

I’igure 49 shows that the i~nition lag curves for the
mixture are about the same as those obtained for the unre-
fiiled brown tar-coal gas. Investigations on the different
fuels are being continued.

YII1. TESTS CONDUCTED WITH PRXCOHBUSTION CHAMBERS

Extensive tests on diesel engines usin~ domestic fu-
els have shown that coal-tar oil (steinkohlent eerol) could
be used efficiently in engines provided with precombustion
chambers 3Y introducii~g small c~langes in construction.
This is due to the fact that the air already heated ly com-
pression receives additional heat on coming in contact
with heated cham%er walls, so that even those fuels that
ignite with difficulty are ignited w~thout excessive time
lag.

After the failure of ignition with the pure coal-tar
oil injection, the idea occurred of utilizing the favor-
able action of precombustion chambers on fuels of this
kind. Tilese tests are still in the initial stages, but
some account of them will te ,given here.

Two forms of prccombustion chau.hers were developed,
the inside dimensions corresponding to those used for the
Daimler-3enz engines. (See figs. 50 and 51.) The pre-
chamler of figure 50 shows the. usual Da.imler-Benz construc-
tion. It is directl:~”’s,crewed on to the cover of the cyl-
inder bomt. The insertion of an adjustable heating coil
in the precombustion chamber made possible th:e investiga-
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tion of the starting of “the combustion process. “1’igures 32
and 33 s.h.owp.hoto.graphs obtained with the precombustion
cham%er of figure 50. The outlines of the preheating cham-
ber are observed in both pictures at the upper edges of the
photographs . Figure 32 corresponds to the initial burning
process in a relatively cool engine. The air in the bomb
was at an initial temperature of 285°. By heating the
coil for 30 seconds, however, strong ignition was obtained.;
The second photograph of figure 32 already shows a strong,
deeply penetrating flame, which gets shorter and loses
brightness in the succeeding photographs as the pressure in
the chamber decreases. Iri spite of the moderate fuel quan-
tity of 70 mm3 (0.0047 cu.in. ), the precombustion chamber
allows the combustion to be spread over a longer time than
would otherwise be the case. The pressure in the engine
therefore rises less steeply, but the conversion of the
heat energy occurs at lower efficiency.

Figure 33 simulates conditions in an engine with strong-
ly cooled precombustion chamber; for exanple, after a long
idle run. Since the heating coil is not used, ignition is
long delayed and gives rise to small increase in pressureO
The flame first appears in the fifth photo~raph, appearing
dark because of the blue filter that was used in place of
the green. The flame is still more drawn out along its
length. It must be tome in mind in connection with bomb
tests that the decrease in pressure in the main combustion
space does not occur the same way as in the engine by the
motion of a piston, which clears the precombustion chamber
more quickly of the burned gases and therefore shortens the
burning periods. The values for the com”oustion periods ob-
tained in these tests with bombs having precombusti’on cham-
bers should not be applied directly to the engine as they
would always lead to errors. Using fuel quantities of 100
mms (0.0061 cuein. ), somewhat larger than the prechamber
was designed for, periods of combustion of as long as 2 to
3 secondst duration were observed by eye. It is therefore
clear that these values should be used with the greatest
caution for comparison.

In order to simulate conditions in a warm engine, a
second precombustion ‘chamber (fig. 51) was planned. This
chamber was strongly heated electrically, to assure a pOS-
itive temperature drop between the heater and the air.
Otherwise the construction followed that of Dai.mler-Benz.
The inset ~ (fig. 51) was drilled with 30 holes 1.5 mm
(0.05’3 in. ) diameter each so as to secure a larger heating
surface for the air streaming in and out of the prec’hamber.

II .- -...- .. .-
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The amount of heating could be regulated and the tempera-
ture measured b y“ a thermocouple using noble-metal ele-
ments placed inthe inset 5 mn (0.197 in.) below its upper
surface.

Two photographs taken with this precharnber are shown
in figures 34 and 35. They show the combustion period to
be much sliorter than was the case with the unpreheated
chamber. For figure 34 the heating was regulated to give
an average teiiperature in the prechamber about equal to
the temperature at the end of compression in tfi.ebonb.
The air density in the prechai.lber was therefore equal to
that in the bonb. As a result of the hi~h temperature the
ignition was very intense so that the first photograph of
figure 34 already shows the burning n.ixture coning out of
the prechanber. The force of percussion of the charge
hurled into the bomb is not inconsiderable, the flames es-
caping from the prechamber opening at a speed of about 25
m/s (82 ft./see.) and maintaining this speed during the
0.007 second represented on the first four photographs.
After the rain combustion shown oil the first five photo-
graphs, there nay still be observed a 25 nn (0.98425 in..)
loilg weak flane coning out of the prechanter. Because of
its low light intensity tb.e flar4e appears as a silhouette
on the photographs , but naked-eye observation confirms this
afterburning.

Heating the precon’oustion chamber to 505° and tile ‘~onb
to 450°, that is, creating a 55° ter~perature difference and
hence a difference in density in the bonb and chanber,
brought about a much nore intense i~nition (fig. 35) with
rapid combustion and hardly any afterburning. The pre-
chai.lberwas, to %e sure, charged with 2,/3 the fuel load,
in tb.is experir.ent. The even flar~e distribution in the
bonb indicated excellent r~ixi.ngof the fuel in the pre-
chcmber. Cozyplete elimination of afterburning would le
ac~li~ved by providin~ directly for a ~ressur-e difference
in prechamber and bon% allowing a rapid passage of the
fuel frou chanber to lor~l.

The ignition lag could not be determined fron the
preconbustion chanber experiments since the start of i:l-
jection into the prechanber could not as yet be indicated
on the film. The use of a heated precha?i~er of this kind,
however, is suitable for the testing of heavily igiliti-ng
fuels under conditions approxiclating those obtained in the
engine.

Translation by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Coni~ittee
for Aeronautics.
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J!lgcres1 to 40- Drawings of combustion bomb.
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(a) Elastic sleeve
(b) 1/10 ~ copper membranefor sealing
(c) Piezo-quartz crystal
(d) Electrodes to amplifier
(e) Fine adjusting screw

Figure 5.- Quartz indicator for combustion bomb.
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Figure 6.- Fuel pump witn (0)
magnetic control.
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Bosch fuel p-
Motor with control starter
Flywheel with tachometer
Injection-controlrod
Magnet for filling
Magnet for cut-off
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Maximum pressure meter
Fuel strainer
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Interrupter for cut-off
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Sliding contact adjustable
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YUel pump (0)
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Instantaneous shutter “camera
Bomb by pass valve
Compressor air valve

Figure 7.- Hook up for control rings and switch magnet.
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Figs. 8,9
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Stroboscopic disk (1)
(Novotex 0.8 mm) (m)

8 slits in disk (n)
Housing for disk (0)
Protective plate (p)
Shaft and bearing (q)
Driving motor for disk (r)
Rotating diaphragm (s)
Light cut-off (t)
Release magnet (d

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(k) Driving gear for light cut-off

Support of disk
Main support for apparatus
Axle box
Film drum
Bearing and drive of axle box
Driving motor of film drum.
Tachometer
Objective-lens holder
Objective
Optical.bench

Figures 8 and 9.- Photographic apparatus. Picture frequency, 550 per
second. Shortest exposure time, at 1 mm width of slit$

TI = 0.75 x 10-5 ”seconds.Stroboscopic disk, 680 mm diameter N ~ 4,W
r.p.mc, 1.5 hp. driving motor. Film drum N ~ 1,115 r.p.m.~ 100 mm
diameter, width 120 mm . Pictures * natural size.
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rig. 12 rig. 13 Fig. 14 rig. 15

J’@. u to 15.-
?lam photc@raphs ob-
tainedtith the li&
of the fuel 8pr~ it-
self with ordinary
oamera, with shutter
*t open. In the oa6e
of fig. 15 the oamera
is namer to the bomb.
Air density 12 to 14
ti$ , temperate
400 to 454P,amount of
fhel 230 mg. gaa oil.

Figure 16.- &rangement of photographic a~&-
tus and bomb on the diesel engine.

Yigure 17.- Test No. 66
using gas

oil V3=190 nm3. Injec-
tion presmre 300 at.
Green filter used. Coxu-
pression p= =38.!5at.
@W. Temperature at
end of compression tc=
4150. Specific weight
of air ?’L= 19.0 kg/m3

Lv=415 pictures/see.
Igniti~n lag t“v= 0.0072 sec.
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?i@zre 18.- Test ~0. 63
Ullinggas

oil, VB= 190 XUI)3,~=
300 at. Blue filter
used, p$= 35 at=ga@v
tc= 44!5 ~L= 16.7 @m3
v=415 pictures/sec.
tv= 0.0067 sec.

I

1
Figure 19.- Test Mo.22

uoing gaa
Oil VB = 270 UlD13,~ =
300 at. Green filter
used, PC = 40 ●t.gage.

= 3800 YL = 20.8
~/m3 V = 445 pic-
ture*/Eec. Misfire.

1

Iigure 20.- Test I?o.25
ugin~ gas

..- ---

32 at .-gage, tc =h%
VL m 16.1 ~m3 V= 366
pictures/sec,t+l. 0125
eec. Iflamespreads
slowly over spray which
waO only slightly pre-

Figure 21~59
Umtng gas

oil v= = 140 Q+, pc =

y = 10.7 kg/@-,V. 415
ip ctures /sec. tv =
0.015S see. The schlie=
ren from We sevenfh
picturo on show tho
mtart of combustion.

?igures 20 and 21.- ~lame pictures at lower limlt
of ignition temperature. Gas

oil ~=10014 kcal/kg. V = 887 @/m3, ~ = 300 at.
~eed of fuel _ np = 345 r.P.m9

I ,, ,,
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~igure 22.- Test lIo.83
Using gas oil,VB=l+
PC*24 at.gage.tc=5200,
yL = 10,:,2~~.v= 390
pict&es/sec. tT=.0075

[ sec.Injection with
Bosch valve type DN12-
5D12.Ignitionproceeds
rapidly up to core of
spr~.
‘iguro23.-Test Mo.150

‘using @L8 Oil vB=l~
pc=29 at.

7
e.tc=5250

YL = 12.5 kgm3v= 415
pictures/sec.t# .00314
sec. Ignition at edge
of sprm. On account of
the large quantity used
the burning spray pene.
rates a distance greab

Ier than the artificial-
y illuminated observa-

pi;tures with small
ignition lag.Gas oil
used,~ = 300 at.

% * 345 r.p.m.

Figure 24.-Test No.147
using gas oil,V3=2-3
pc=29 at.g e tc=5600,

7yL=i0.25 @ m~,~m 415
pictures/see.tv=0.0029
sec.Time for complete
combustion tB=O.oo~
sec. Maximum xmeseure

15
24

,x=
m

Figures 24 and 25.- Ylame pictures at small ignition lag using gas oil.
~ = 300 at. np= 345 r.p.m.

IL _. ___
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Pigure 26.-Test lfo.95
usi~ -8 oil,VB=l~
pc-40 at.tc=470 ,Y =

k18.3 &/~,vtiW p ~
tures/900.t+. 014 see
Very large ignition
hg.After In$ection
clearly made out on
fourth picture. ~?ame
not very luminous.

Pigure 27-Teat No.1O3
using gas oil,V~=270m#,
PC=40 at.tc=530,YL=17.0
kg/m3,v=390 picture9/
sec.tv=.oo25 8ec.tB =
.028 sec.The injection
is very much drawn out
lengthwise,~= .0165sec.
(50* longer than for
No.155 where the same
fuel quantity with oth-
er type nossle was used)
In addition there is
after burning.

?iga.26 and 27.- Injection with Bosch single orifice needle valve.
Orifice diam. 0.5 mm. type DL08V244. Gas oil used,

~ =300at. ~ = 345 r.p.m.

lHg. 28.- Injection against impact plate placed 10 cm. from nozzle open-
ing. Gas oil used.% = 330 at. ~ = 345 r. .m. Test no. 77.

$VB = 240~3. pc = 47 at., tc ~ 4806, yL = 21.0 kg/ ,~= 415plc*e8/
Dec. tv = 0.011 sec. The unheated impact plate neither improved the ●tom-
izer nor reduced the ignition lag. The combustion of the parts of the
spray striking against the plate proceede very ~lawly.

II
_...
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!Fi .29-TestHo. 120,VB=150
J .pc=30.5 at. tE=5050.
=13.35 kg/m3,v=390 pic-

Figs.29 and 30.-Injection with brown coal tar oil
~=9360kcal/kg.,Y= .913,contains Creosote,sulphur
1.03%, ~ = 300 at.,nm = 345 r.p.m.

-.
.rea/”6*c:;~=:Ol15sec.

Uthough the ignition lag
LB not too large, the com-
bustion is slow. Flame on-
ly slightly luminous.

~ig.30.-Test Mo.126
uoing brown coal tar
oil,V=240 mm3,pc=38
at.,tc=4450,Y =18.1

tkg/m3,v=370 p ctures/
sec.tv * .0175 sec.
Ignition occurs long
after injection.

Fig.31.-Injection of a
mixture of 50 * pure

-coal tar oil with 50$
gwm 051. Coal tar oil
~=9000kcal/kg ,Y=l.04
gas oil &=10014kcal/
kg ,?=.887.~ = 300at.
np=345 r.p.mo
Test No.138,Vn=250 ~3,
p= = 34 at,tO ,00,YT.=
1

,=51
lZ.75 kg/m3,Z =370 plc-
tures/sec.,tv= .012
rec.After the Ignition
lag,inflammationoccurs
~lmost simultaneously
throughout the eprey.

zig.32.- Injection with prechamber of the Daimer-Benztype. Test no.
* using -s oil. VB=70 ~3DPC=30 at*)tc=2850 YL=18”3 %/~0

Green filter ueed. 30 seconds preheating with heating coil carrying
33 amperes,v = 250 pictures/see. The burning spr~ escapes with high
velocity from the prechamber, but then slows down and the combustion
is spread over a long interval.
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~ig.33.-Test Mo.57 using gas oil. Blue filter.VB = 70
+,pc = 30 at.,tc = 360°, yfi= 15.65 kg/m?

v= 250 pictures/sec. Without heating to ●imulato
strongly cooled prechamber. Small preoeure in chamber.
In spiteof emaller fuel quantity, it tooka longer
time for combustion to b. completed. Blue filter makes
it difficult to dirntinguiehfhmo from ehadow.

Fig.34.-Test No.157 using gas oil. VB=70 mm3,pc = 30
at. t= = 440°,YL = 14.30 kg/m3, prechamber:

tK = 434°,YL = 14.5 kg/u#. Heating coil took 180 watts
v= 415 pictures sec. Green filter used.

33,34,35

~ig.35.-Test Mo.164 using gas oil, green filter. VB =
45&,pc = 22at. t =~~O,YL ‘10.4~/~

prechamber:~ = 505°,YL = 9.~5kg/m3. Heating coil
took 250 watt-.V = 415 pictures/oec.
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Figure 36.- Oomputed curves of

m ..——— -! pressure increase

:. ~-..s.-......1 .:.Ap, temperature, and excess air
w ?+ ..

ratio as ftmctions of fuel
at

i charge B (A2 refers to volume.-..—
~ of spray, t2,Ap, and Al to

w n .; entire bomb volume).
ZzA?

‘ -1 )/

I ~ :;,,,JReferred tototdfoo8– ––; ..—-.... —-

bomb volume
~ ~ .:__-–i. %3-A, Referred to spray

I
I cone space

Zw !

m 2-

1

0).ssl ~ m w 4Wmg.W
B

Oat-offpy control setting

a
~Stroke \
m

w 1
~ VT
m

m

OJ69Z%7U Zlnm14
Oontrol setting, R

w./?012
u, .! ,1’ I/
25’-qow----’ —

10’.&8

n’-0006

%’-am

5“.Ooa -

0..>! 3 6 + 72 15 # Z?mm 24

Oontrol setting, R

Figure 37.- Plunger lift versus

cam angle.

Figure 38.- Volume of charge VB
for different

regulator settings. Vr computed
ValUOS, V r actual ValUOS

$obtained or n=300 to 800 r.p.m.
and 300 at. injection pressure.

Figure 39.- Oomputed valw of
8pray angle ct2

and time of fuel injection tr
for different settings of
governor.

Pigures37 to 39.- Cbaracteristics of Bosch fuel pump PEIBIOO/100.
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r.p.m. of stroboscope disk

tl = ~ Determines the amount of
Va film blackening
~+~ Determ~es ~gree of

t2=—
definition

ta = E(32G3+ HE Total e~osure
Vs determining

picture distortion
V*= Speed of slotted disk (m/see)
vf = Speed of film drum (m/see)

Ytgure 40.- Time of exposure aa a
function of stroboscope

disk speed.

Figure 41.- Time per picture tw,
picture frequency v,

degree of definition u, and dj.s.
tortion z as functions of the film
drum speed nf: uf, U, zf, Z. pro-
duced by motion of film and object
lens respectively.

turea

R’lgure42.- Ignition lag times ty
for gas oil at dif-

ferent densities~L -d t~er-
tares at end of compression t .
Fuel charge per stroke of pump
VB= 150 to 250 n+, Bosch-Zapfen,
nozzle,8prayconeangle 4°,
injection pressures 300 at.
Figures at test Mints give air

in bomb before ignition.

I ... . . .. . . .. . . .
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~igure 45.- Ignition lag tv, time for combustionto
pressureriseAp. Comparisonof results

pictures~d 08cil10wz& tv fl~e. tv preg~es tv

F@e. 42,44,45,46,47

be completed tB and
obtained from flame
t T erature~ imition

lagtadetermined from photographs, quartk indicator and hexnmouple re-
,.–, spe”ctiytily.t~---fi~tsts “~~es~e-~’”t~- ‘forccmple’~o”ccm~stion *temin-

.. .......

a ‘h”’””’’’””’~ -., , Test Nc+ 147 ~

Zero temperature Figure43
WE1-.

ed fromphotograph and
quartz indicatorrespect-
ively.Ap, Apth, pressure
rise am determined by

Ftz indicator and aO
computed from amount of
ftaeldelIvered respect-
ively. \
m
J

em

m

.
tm.x. - /220 -c

m- — .—

4

... . .

m

‘h.

aD- .“-
Figure44 -

Figures 43 and 44.- Variation of presmres and am
temperatures during ccmbumtion.

Smiz Timelag, tv
Rigwe 46.- Ignitionlag tv forgas

oil at different air
densities7Land teqeratures●t end
of compressiont. ~ = 160 to 250
-. Bosch singleorificeneedle
valve0.5 zm dia.s injection presmre
200 at. Figures
air temperatures
I@tion.

at testpoint8 give
in bomb before

Fuelvolume,~ -

48~ I I I I
m $m m Sw

Yiguro 4?.. I~it~on lag tlines,for
gas 011 with injection

against impact plate placed 10 cm
from valve opening, for different
temperaturest and ●ir densities 7L
Bosch-Zapfen nozzle @ coneangle,
injectionpreseuro300 at. n *
160 to 250 mm%

.,, , (, ,, ..,,.,, .,, .-,-,.,,,, -.,-...-. - ,.---,, . . ,, , , , , , ,, , , , , ., ,,, ... ---,, —- dl
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Nozzle holdqr insert

~igure 48.. Velocity of spr~
tip at different

distances of penetration.
Injection pressure 360 at.
7’L=19 @/ma. Bos* si@e
orifice needle valve .5nnndia.

m

~ Brown
coal tar

W
I i I I v- ,+

J 1~
ORW w @u”

t,

~igure 49.. Ignitionlag time.
tv, for brown coal

tar oil, unrefined and for
4coal tar oil + 50 gas oil.

~= 150 to 250 xm@. Bo8ch-
Zapfen nozzle # cone angle,
injection preseure 300 at.

4SI
Figure 50.- Prechamberof the

Daimler-Benz type.

(a) Inserted piece with 30
holes 1.5 m dia.
each to secure good
heating of air

(b) Thermocouplefor measur- ‘
ing temperatureof

“insertedpiece 5 xmn
below its upper surface

(c) Ourrentleah
(d) 250 watt heati~ coil

Figure 51.- Prechamber similar
to Daimler-Benz

type.
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